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Method   

The 1970s were characterized by the ascendancy of a particular breed of right wing conservatism that 
advanced neoliberal reforms and precipitated the 1980 election of Ronald Reagan. As an economic theory, 
neoliberalism proposes that the government de-regulate markets and ease financial burdens on 
corporations thus enabling wealth to be evenly distributed across the social spectrum by natural market 
processes. In practice, the process of manufacturing consent for these policies mobilized religious and 
nationalist rhetoric, caused an abiding cultural shift, and resulted in numerous economic crises and 
inequitable concentrations of wealth. Our project conducts an analysis of Thomas Pynchon's novel Vineland 
in order to derive insights into this transformation of America. Published in 1990, the scope of Pynchon’s 
novel encompasses both the hippy movement that peaks in the late 60s and the rise of neoliberalism up 
through the middle of the Reagan administration in 1984— the year in which the novel takes place. 
Pynchon’s work is exemplary of what is called postmodern literature—the defining literary genre of the 
period which in many ways is unique precisely because of its political engagement with post-industrial 
capitalism—and, as such, encapsulates perhaps better than any writer the effects of neoliberalism. Our 
project has produced an essay (and a poster) that is comprised of three sections: An economic, cultural, and 
historical explanation of neoliberalism— An investigation of Pynchon’s critique of the media as it works to 
assimilate citizens into the cultural hegemony— And Pynchon’s critique of the ideologies and policy 
decisions surrounding the then contemporary environmental movement. 

What is Neoliberalism?
Neoliberalism is an anti-interventionist economic theory that incorporates 
traditional laissez-faire values into the schema of a highly modernized economy. 
Historically, in American politics, the theory has been implemented by right wing 
political parties, starting with President Ronald Reagan and continuing through 
to today. The stance mainly consists of:
• The deregulation and privatization of the markets
• An emphasis on the individual entrepreneur's potential
• Dramatic increases in funding for the military to secure interests abroad

Opposition to neoliberalism points to:
• Its role in increasing levels of economic disparity between the rich and poor 

along with the eradication of government safety nets to increase the 
disenfranchisement of the poor

• The drastic diminishment of the middle class through the proletarianization
of “white collar” jobs as well as the replacement of such jobs with 
technologies

• The displacement of jobs overseas to seek cheaper labor markets and 
production costs

• Placing corporate interests over labor interests by eradicating labor unions, 
collective bargaining, reducing corporate responsibility for benefits by 
systematically privatizing pension or retirement plans and health benefits.

Vineland is a novel that reflects on the historical and socio-political shifts of the Nixon through Reagan 

administrations in the late 1960s and early 1980s in a partly fictionalized California setting. Throughout the 

work, Thomas Pynchon constructs an intricate web of flashbacks in which character recollections provide 

detailed narrations, thus constantly convoluting the plot through interweaving storylines. He frequently 

switches perspectives among characters – both smoothly and abruptly, whether they be primary or secondary 

to the plot’s development – in ways that defy the chronological arrangement of time and confuses the 

distinction between past and present. 

The plot mainly circles around a teenager named Prairie who learns about her mother, Frenesi Gates, in a 

series of recollections told by former friends of her mother’s.  Thus, the central action of the story concerns 

the political duplicity of Frenesi, who was a 1960s revolutionary film documentarian, and her coercion by 

Brock Vond, a prosecutor working with the D.E.A. Frenesi’s production crew, named 24fps, intends to use 

footage of violent government responses to peaceful protests as a means of informing the American public of 

State violence. Vond, however, seduces Frenesi so as to manipulate her into killing Weed Atman, the leader 

of a university-based protest movement named PR³. Frenesi, who has a child with Vond, comes to see Vond’s

manipulations and escapes from his diabolical influence by marrying Zoyd Wheeler, a naïve hippie who 

initially believes Brock Vond’s child, Prairie, to be his own. Frenesi, however, abandons her friends and 

family to become a government informant, until the job position was abrogated due to budget cutbacks by the 

Reagan administration. Now, erased from the witness protection database, she and her new husband, Flash, 

are pursued by her past lover, Brock Vond. Frenesi returns to the familial structure for support. Her ex-

husband and daughter, Zoyd and Prairie – who, after becoming victims of Brock Vond’s blackmail ploy, were 

urged by Sasha Gates, Frenesi’s mother, to flee to a northern rural community named Vineland – are once 

again, displaced as Vond searches through the Northern California landscape to kidnap Prairie. Prairie, 

Frenesi, and Zoyd all meet at a vast family reunion, where Brock Vond comes very close to abducting Prairie, 

until his government mission (i.e. “The War on Drugs”) is suddenly recalled. He later leaves his base on an 

independent mission to reattempt his kidnapping, but is killed in a helicopter crash. The novel ends in an 

intentionally implausible and clichéd Hollywood description of a happy ending, as the family continues the 

reunion.

A major subplot involves Frenesi’s best friend, a member of 24 fps and female ninja named DL, who 

plans to assassinate Vond but instead, through various machinations by forces unbeknownst to her, 

accidentally but fatally harms an innocent Japanese civilian named Takeshi, with a martial arts attack called 

the Vibrating Palm, which will see Takeshi dead within the year. As a punishment for her reckless and 

selfishly-driven violence, her secret ninja society, which can cure Takeshi, forces her to become Takeshi´s 

guardian and business partner. Together, they run a business in which they balance the karmic energy of a 

ghostly community of Northern Californians, called the Thanatoids. This group of individuals is comprised 

of a generation of physically displaced and emotionally scarred ghosts who fell victim to the corrupt policies 

implemented by the American government. 

• Our critical approach is grounded in Marxist literary criticism with a particular 
awareness for the ways in which the text reflects the effects of neoliberalism as it 
altered the material and economic realities of America. Through our analysis of the 
novel, we were able to derive insights into the network of relationships comprising 
class conflict, socioeconomic systems, and the contemporary politics of the novel’s 
action.

• We have conducted an analysis of the novel’s postmodern characteristics 
(structure, juxtaposition of high and low cultural references, etc.), the characters 
themselves, their language, and the setting. Rather than reading the text to interpret 
the hidden levels of literary meaning, we have aimed to analyze the relationship 
between the text and its time in order to glean a rich and nuanced understanding of 
the nature of American society in the 1970s and 80s. 

• Our research methods consisted of close reading and Marxist analysis of our 
primary text (Vineland). David Harvey’s Brief History of Neoliberalism and Terry 
Eagleton’s Marxism and Literary Criticism allowed us to frame our critical approach to 
the novel and also its historical situation. Additional research consisted of numerous 
scholarly articles on subjects including but not limited to Vineland, environmental 
policy and ideology, postmodern philosophy, media and culture studies, and 
neoliberalism. 

• Each student has produced a substantial scholarly analysis that is currently being 
integrated into a larger work. We plan to seek opportunities for publication and/or 
present our work at literary conferences in the upcoming semesters. 

Neoliberalism in Pynchon’s Vineland 
Thomas Pynchon presents a snapshot of neoliberalism’s rise in America through depictions of:

• the use of the media (“the Tube”) to alter ideological modes of thought

• the disenfranchisement of a generation of left-wing thinkers and the dilution of authenticity surrounding America´s collective perception of foreign cultures

• various branches of law enforcement which represent growing martial power and infringement upon the rights of the working class

• budget cuts, rising unemployment rates, and the erosion of government safety nets

• the dismissal of environmental conservation in favor of corporate interests

Environment:

The temporal setting of Pynchon’s Vineland coincides with the rise of the 

environmental movement that culminated in the establishment of the 

Environmental Protection Agency and the first official Earth Day in 1970. 

Environmental issues had become increasingly politically exigent through 

publications such as Rachel Carson’s (1962) Silent Spring. Ecology (“which 

valued esthetics and biology over efficiency and commerce”) and the 

environmental movement (“a political movement which demanded the state 

not only preserve the Earth, but act to regulate and punish those who 

polluted it”) captured the public’s attention (EPA.gov). Additionally, the 

environmental movement was often critical of trends (typically problems 

related to waste, pollution, and mass consumption) that were endemic to 

unregulated industry. Many environmentalists are critical of neoliberal 

ideologies that endorse privatization of natural resources, de-regulated 

industry, and resource exploitation/extraction. In the novel, Pynchon’s 

depiction of both industrialized/processed food and the beginnings of the 

local organic foods movement serve as a critique of rightwing policy and 

ideology and a satire of leftwing responses to such practices. In particular, 

the Thanatoids (ghosts who are tethered to the physical realm by the 

injustices of neoliberal policy) are a representation of the maneuvers of 

neoliberal politics have attempted to de-regulate industry, encourage 

resource extraction, and privatize commonly held federal land. 

The Tube: By satirically representing the omnipresence of the Tube, Pynchon’s novel demonstrates 

the effects of the dismantling of the Fairness Doctrine for the purposes of privatizing mass media and 

allowing for the coercion of Americans into a consumerist ethos.

• The shifting American media landscape is portrayed with characters so engrossed with the omnipresent Tube that they refer to their own lives by means of 

the Tube.

• Characters organize their lives to accommodate the Tube’s schedule.

• Some suffer Tubal addiction and are forcibly sent rehab facilities, indicating the way in which the Tube has colonized the minds of consumers.

• The Thanatoids represent the lost souls of the TV addicts. 

• Prairie’s generation rebels against the establishment by stealing in malls, showing the effects of the Tube’s indoctrination: even in rebellion, one consumes.

• Even Zoyd’s generation is reduced to selling their Hippie values and fall in line with the consumerist mentality as seen in his becoming a part of the machine 

by performing a stunt in which he jumps through a window each year to keep his mental disability checks coming.

• The conclusion of the novel is an implausible Hollywood happy ending – the dog returns, the family is reunited, and Brock Vond dies horribly. 
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